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Juvia restaurant gives diners
stunning views of South
Beach, sleek, modern settings
and eclectic cocktails & food
options.

Switching and swapping
shifts caused chaos for
staff and managers, and
scheduling ate up too much
valuable time.

7shifts has helped Juvia
reduce labor costs, time
spent scheduling and reduced
shift swap confusion for the
staff.

Before 7shifts Suzy and the staff at Juvia experienced frustrating shift swap confusion, and
too much time spent building and rebuilding the schedule. After starting with 7shifts, time
spent building the schedule has gone from 7 hours a week down to 1-2. 7shifts has freed up
extra time for managers while putting the accountability on the employees.

Visit Juvia in Miami Beach and you’ll experience the
stunning view of South Beach in a sleek modern setting.
“7shifts has led
to a lot less
time wasting.
It’s really
improved
communication
in the whole
organization,
not just
scheduling.”

The 9th floor rooftop dining experience
offered by Juvia is one of the reasons
they’re in their sixth year of business, in a
fickle market where restaurants come and
go quickly.
Suzy Vera is the Human Resources
Director of Juvia and has been with the
company for the past 3 years. Suzy has
experienced amazing growth during her
time with Juvia. The company has grown
from 80 employees to over 240. “It’s a
lot to manage, but it’s been beautiful to
watch it flourish,” says Suzy.
When Suzy started with Juvia, they
were using Hotschedules for workforce
management, but the team was not using

it and accounting decided to drop it.
Fast forward a couple of years and Suzy
knew a change was needed. “One Monday
my coworker and I were creating the
schedule and we were both frustrated… it
was complete confusion. By Wednesday I
was on the phone with 7shifts.
The biggest pain point Suzy experienced
prior to 7shifts was switching shifts.

“The shift swapping aspect
was the catalyst for wanting
to get 7shifts.”
“People were swapping [shifts] and not
showing up, as there was no proof of the
changes.”
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“Scheduling is the bones of the organization.
If you don’t have people there, they can’t work.”

Time spent scheduling has dramatically
decreased for Suzy’s scheduling manager,
Adrian, at Juvia. Simply creating the
schedule has gone from 7 hours per week
to now 1-2 hours with 7shifts.

“7shifts is BAR
NONE the best
when it comes
to customer
support and
I’m a hard,
hard audience
- I’ve worked
with a lot
of different
software
companies.”

Suzy has many good things to say about
7shifts, but she admits customer support
is the number one reason she loves it. “Not
only can I get a hold of somebody, that’s
half the battle, but I also get an effective
answer from 7shifts,” says Suzy. She has
worked with many software companies
and has struggled with the fact that they
never update the product, even when
given feedback.

“I think it really lends to
the fact that you take
feedback from your clients.
7shifts has a great product
because they work closely
with their partners.”
Among all the changes in operations Suzy
has witnessed since implementing 7shifts,
the improvement in communications has
been the most profound, with the Manager
Log Book having the greatest impact. “We
used to send an attachment of Excel in an
email which got lost in everyone’s inbox.
The Manager Log Book is fantastic in that
we have everything recorded, we have an
audit trail,” says Suzy. She also loves the

fact that through 7shifts team chat, staff
can collaborate, attach pictures, and get
instant messaging. She says it’s not only
improved communication on the floor,
but it’s helped facilities management too
since they now post maintenance issues
in the app.

What does the future hold for Juvia?
They recently upgraded their POS system
to Toast, one of 7shifts’ integrated POS
partners. This means they will soon be
able to sync their sales and labor from
their POS into 7shifts account to be
able to schedule even more efficiently
based on forecasts. “Now there will be
a perfect link from our POS to 7shifts,
we’re really excited to see how this
affects our labor rates,” says Suzy. The
umbrella of restaurants is also planning
on expanding in the next couple years by
about 30-40%, and 7shifts will be a great
tool for helping this happen.
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